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curse”," in" that" the" number" of" states" grows" combinatorially" as" the" number" of" servers" and" phases" increase." " Thus," for" larger"










and"the"service"times"are"represented"as"a"phase.type"distribution"with"a"total"of" b "phases."There"are" c "homogenous"servers"
in"our" system"and" the"buffer" space" is" restricted" to" a"maximum"of" N " requests" in" the" systems" (queued"and" in" service.)" "We"
assume"that" N > c ,"since"otherwise"there"would"be"no"queue"build"up"possible.""We"also"assume"that"the"rate"of"arrivals"and"
the"parameters"of"the"service"process"may"depend"on"the"current"number"of"requests"in"the"system,"denoted"by" n .""This"type"
of" state" dependence" is" useful," in" particular," to" represent" arrivals" from" a" finite" number" of" exponential" sources" and" service"
process"which"varies"with"the"workload.""The"detailed"notation"used"in"our"paper"is"given"in"Table"1."""""
We"consider"the"stationary"behavior"of"such"a"queue.""As"mentioned"in"the"introduction,"the"state"of"our"system"could"be"fully"
described"by" the" total" current"number"of" requests" in" the" system"and" the"numbers"of" requests" in" each"phase"of" the" service"
process"or,"alternatively,"by"the"current"total"number"of"requests"and"the"current"phase"of"each"server.""Instead"of"such"a"full"
state" description," we" propose" to" use" a" reduced" state" description" in" which"we" select" one" server" among" the" c " servers" and"
describe" the" system" by" the" total" number" of" requests" and" the" current" phase" of" the" selected" server," (n, i) ." " For" n < c ," with"
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and"the"service"times"are"represented"as"a"phase.type"distribution"with"a"total"of" b "phases."There"are" c "homogenous"servers"
in"our" system"and" the"buffer" space" is" restricted" to" a"maximum"of" N " requests" in" the" systems" (queued"and" in" service.)" "We"
assume"that" N > c ,"since"otherwise"there"would"be"no"queue"build"up"possible.""We"also"assume"that"the"rate"of"arrivals"and"
the"parameters"of"the"service"process"may"depend"on"the"current"number"of"requests"in"the"system,"denoted"by" n .""This"type"
of" state" dependence" is" useful," in" particular," to" represent" arrivals" from" a" finite" number" of" exponential" sources" and" service"
process"which"varies"with"the"workload.""The"detailed"notation"used"in"our"paper"is"given"in"Table"1."""""
We"consider"the"stationary"behavior"of"such"a"queue.""As"mentioned"in"the"introduction,"the"state"of"our"system"could"be"fully"
described"by" the" total" current"number"of" requests" in" the" system"and" the"numbers"of" requests" in" each"phase"of" the" service"
process"or,"alternatively,"by"the"current"total"number"of"requests"and"the"current"phase"of"each"server.""Instead"of"such"a"full"
state" description," we" propose" to" use" a" reduced" state" description" in" which"we" select" one" server" among" the" c " servers" and"
describe" the" system" by" the" total" number" of" requests" and" the" current" phase" of" the" selected" server," (n, i) ." " For" n < c ," with"
probability"" (c− n) / c "the"selected"server"may"be"idle,"in"which"case"we"use"the"value" i = 0 "to"denote"its"idle"state."
Let" p(n, i) "be"the"steady.state"probability"corresponding"to"this"reduced"state"description." "The"general"balance"equation"for"
c < n < N "is"given"by"






∑ + p(n+1, i)ν (n+1, i). " """"""""""""(1)""
The"corresponding"balance"equations"for"other"values"of" n "are"given"in"the"Appendix."""
Note"that," for"simplicity,"we"omit" in"the"balance"equations"the"possible"dependence"on" n " for" the"parameters"of" the"service"
process.""In"the"above"equation," ν (n, i) denotes"the"conditional"rate"of"departures"(request"completions)"by"servers"other"than"
the"selected"server"given"the"current"state" (n, i) .""Clearly,"we"need"a"way"to"determine" ν (n, i) "for"our"reduced"state"equations"
to"be"of"use."""
We" denote" by" u(n) the" overall" departure" rate" from" the" set" of" c " servers" given" that" the" current" number" of" requests" in" the"
system"is" n .""Using,"for"example,"the"second"full"state"description"mentioned"above,"this"conditional"completions"rate"can"be"
expressed"as""




∑ ," " " " """"""""""""""""""" " " " """"""""""""(2)"
where" p(i | n) "is"the"conditional"probability"of"the"current"service"phase"of"each"of"the" c "servers"given"the"current"number"of"
request"in"the"system.""The"first"sum"in"formula"(2)"is"over"all"possible"sets"of"server"phases.""
The"steady.state"probability"that"there"are" n "requests"in"the"system,"denoted"by" p(n) ,"can"be"expressed"as""
p(n) = p(n, i)
i=0
b




u(k) , n = 0,1,...,Nk=1
n
∏ " " " " """"""""""""" " " """"""""""""(4)"





ω(n) = p(n, i)µiqˆi
i=1
b
∑ / p(n) ." " " " " " """"""""""""""" " " """"""""""""(5)"
Since"the"servers"are"homogenous,"for" n ≥ c "we"must"have""
u(n) = cω(n) ." " " " " " " " " " """"""""""""(6)"
Recall"that,"to"be"able"to"solve"the"balance"equations,"we"need"the"conditional"rates"of"departure"ν (n, i) .""We"use"the"following"
intuitive"approximation"
ν (n, i) ≈ u(n)−ω(n) ." " " " " " " " " """"""""""""(7)"
For" n ≥ c ," the" above" approximation" amounts" to" assuming" ν (n, i) ≈ (c−1)ω(n) ." " Essentially," we" assume" that" the" rate" of"
completions"for"servers"other"than"the"selected"server"exhibits"little"dependence"on"the"current"service"phase"for"the"latter."
The"corresponding"balance"equations"and"details"of"the"computation"of"ν (n, i) for"other"values"of" n "are"given"in"the"Appendix."""
Thus," together"with" equations" (3)," (5)," (6)" and" (7)"we" get" a" system" of" equations" for" p(n, i) " which" can" be" solved" in" several"
different"ways.""In"our"numerical"examples,"we"use"a"simple"fixed.point"iteration."
Clearly,"the"size"of"the"state.space" (n, i) "and"hence"the"number"of"equations"to"solve"is"in"general"far"smaller"than"with"either"










n " Total"current"number"of"requests"in"the"system;" n = 0,...,N ""
λ(n) " Rate"of"requests"arrivals"given"the"current"number"of"requests"in"the"system"
σ i (n) " Probability"that"service"of"a"request"starts"in"phase" i ," i =1,...,b "given" n "
µi (n) " Completion"rate"for"phase"
€ 
i "of"service"process"
qji (n) " Probability"that"service"process"continues"in"phase" j "upon"completion"of"phase" i ," j, i =1,...,b "


































p(n, i) " Probability"that"there"are"
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ν (n, i) " Departure"rate"from"servers"other"than"the"selected"server"given"that"the"current"number"of"requests"






the" shape" of" the" service" time" distribution" (and" not" only" its" first" two"moments)" [GUP07,"WHI80,"WOL77]," we" organize" our"
exploration"as"follows.""We"consider"several"sets"of"values"for"the"number"of"servers" c "and"the"maximum"number"of"requests"
in"the"system" N .""We"also"consider"several"sets"of"values"for"the"coefficient"of"variation" cs "of"the"service"time,"and"we"build"
several"distributions"with"different"higher.order"properties,"viz."skewness."""
To"build"such"distributions"we"keep"the"mean"service"time" ms "at"1,"and"we"use"the"algorithm"by"Bobio"et*al." [BOB05]." "The"
values"of"skewness" ss explored"range"from" cs "to"100.""Recall"that"the"skewness"of"a"random"variable" S "is"considered"to"be"a"
measure" of" the" asymmetry" of" the" underlying" distribution" and" is" defined" as" ss =
E[(S −ms )3]
Var[S]3/2
" where" Var[S] " denotes" the"





We" define" the" percentage" relative" error" of" our" reduced" state" description" versus" the" actual" values" as" the" ratio"
100× (approximate− actual) / actual .""The"actual"values"are"obtained"from"a"numerical"solution"of"the"full.description"balance"
equations"for"the"number"of"servers" c <128 ,"and"by"discrete.event"simulation"for"larger"values"of" c .""In"the"simulation"runs"we"
use"7"independent"replications"with"10,000,000"completions"per"replication.""In"all"examples"in"this"paper"we"consider"a"simple"




mean"number"of"requests"in"M/Ph/c/N"queue"with c = 8 ,
N = c+10 "and"" λ = 0.8× c "Exp.1"
Fig."2b"–"Relative"errors"of"the"approximate"solution"for"the"
mean"number"of"requests"in"M/Ph/c/N"queue"with" c = 64 ,"
N = 50+ 4× c ,"and" λ =1.2× c Exp.10"
In"Figure"2a,"we"show"the"accuracy"of"the"proposed"method"for"an"M/Ph/c/N"queue"with" c = 8 ," N = c+10 "and"offered"load"
λ = 0.8× c " (i.e.,"moderately"high"utilization)" for"a" range"of"values"of" the"coefficient"of"variation" cs " and"skewness" ss "of" the"
service" time"distribution." "We"note" that" the"relative"error" in" the"mean"number"of" requests" in" the"system" is"generally"small" ."
around"1%."It"can"reach"around"6%"for"some"distributions,"which"correspond"(in"this"case)"to"larger"values"of" sc "(say,"over"5)"
and"a"narrow"band"of"skewness"values,"viz."small"skewness.""Note"that"in"a"non.negative"distribution"with"a"given"coefficient"of"
variation" cs the" skewness" ssmust" be" greater" than" a" certain" value" (see" Appendix)." " This" is" the" reason" behind" the" white"
“impossible"area”"band"in"Figure"2."
Figure"2b"illustrates"the"accuracy"of"our"method"for"a"larger"number"of"servers" c = 64 "with"a"and"significantly"larger"queueing"
room" N = 50+ 4× c ,"i.e.," N = 306 ,"and"the"offered"of" λ =1.2× c .""In"this"set"the"relative"error"in"the"mean"number"of"requests"
in"the"system"remains"under"5%"(and"most"far"less)"for"coefficients"of"variation" cs "not"exceeding"5.""For"larger"values"of" cs ,"the"
























































mean"number"of"requests"in"M/Ph/c/N"queue"with" N = c+10
," cs = 5 "and" ss = 6 "Exp.15""
Fig."3b"–"Relative"errors"of"the"approximate"solution"for"the"
mean"number"of"requests"in"M/Ph/c/N"queue"with"





N = 4× c+ 20 " cs = 5 "and" ss = 60 "Exp.14"""
"
In"Figure"3a,"we"study"the"relative"error"in"the"mean"number"of"requests"in"the"system"as"a"function"of"the"number"of"servers"
and"of"the"offered"load"for"maximum"total"number"in"the"system" N = c+10 .""The"values"of"the"coefficient"of"variation" cs = 5 "








































































































from"Figure"2a." "We"observe" that" the" relative"error" stays"below"4%"and" clearly" tends" to"decrease"as" the"number"of" servers"
increases.""
In"Figure"3b,"we"show"analogous"results"for"a"larger"buffer"space" N = 4× c+ 20 ." "Again,"on"purpose,"we"select"a"service"time"
distribution"that"corresponds"to"larger"relative"errors"in"Figure"2b,"viz." c s= 5 and" ss =15 .""Here,"too,"we"note"that"the"relative"
errors"for"the"mean"number"of"requests"in"the"system"decrease"as"the"number"of"servers"increases,"ranging"from"around"10%"
for" c = 32 "to"no"more"than"2%"for"256"servers."
Figure"3c"illustrates"what"seems"to"be"typical"accuracy"of"the"proposed"method"for" cs = 5 .""The"example"shown"corresponds"to"
skewness" ss = 60 "and"buffer"capacity" N = 4× c+ 20 ." "Notice"that"the"relative"error" for" the"mean"number"of"requests" in"the"
system"is"below"10%"for"16"servers,"and"becomes"virtually"negligible"when"the"number"of"servers"exceeds"64.""
Examining" the" reasons" for"deviations"between"the"exact"values"and" those"produced"by"our"approach,"we"note" that" the"only"
approximation"in"our"reduced"state"solution"is"in"the"computation"of"the"conditional"completion"rates"of"“other”"servers"given"





queue"with" N = c+10 ," cs = 5 "and" ss = 6 ""Exp.15""
Fig."4b"–"Absolute"errors"for"the"loss"probability"in"M/Ph/c/N"
queue"with" N = 4× c+ 20 " cs = 5 "and" ss = 60 Exp.14""
Figure" 4" shows" the" absolute" deviation" between" the" actual" loss" probability" and" that" obtained" using" our" reduced" state"
approximation." " The" results" in" Figure" 4a" correspond" to" queue" with" a" small" buffer" size" of" N =10+ c ." " As" in" Figure" 3a," we"
selected" cs = 5 "and" ss = 6 .""We"note"that"the"absolute"deviation"remains"below"0.04,"and"tends"to"decrease"as"the"number"of"
servers"increases"(all"other"things"being"equal.)"
Figure"4b"illustrates"the"deviation"in"the"loss"probability"in"the"case"of"a"much"larger"buffer,"i.e.," N = 20+ 4c .""As"in"Figure"3c,"








































































Since" our" method" produces" (approximate)" values" for" p(n) ," the" steady.state" probability" that" there" are" n " requests" in" the"
system,"as"an"example,"we"compare" in"Figure"5"the"actual"and"the"approximate"values" for" this"probability."Here,"we"use"the"
same"values"of"the"coefficient"of"variation"and"skewness"as"in"Figures"3c"and"4b"for" c = 32 "servers"and"offered"load" λ = 0.8× c .""
We" observe" that" the" shape" of" the" p(n) " distribution" is" well" reproduced." Clearly," the" agreement" between" actual" and"
approximate" values" may" be" less" perfect" in" some" cases," but," overall," the" shape" of" the" distribution" tends" to" be" reproduced"
correctly.""
 
Fig."5"–"Comparison"between"actual"and"approximate"values"for"steady.state"probability" p(n) "in"M/Ph/c/N*queue"with" c = 32 ,"






























∑ bn + (N − c+1)bc .""The"number"of"states"in"the"proposed"reduced"state"description"is"given"by"
1+ (c−1)(b+1)+ (N − c+1)b ."""


















b = 4 "and" N = 4× c+ 20 "
Fig.6b"–"Comparison"between"the"number"of"states"in"the"full"
and"the"reduced.state"description"for"M/Ph/c/N"queue"with"
c = 64 "and" N = 4× c+ 20 "
 
Fig.6c"–"Evolution"of"the"number"of"states"in"our"reduced.state"description"as"a"function"of" b "and" c "
Figure"6"compares" the"computational" complexity" in" the"number"of" states"between" the" first" full"description"and"our" reduced"
state"description.""We"do"not"include"the"second"full"state"description"in"our"figure"since"the"number"of"states"is"systematically"














































































making"the"problem"intractable"for" larger"numbers"of"servers"and"/"or"phases." "By"contrast," the"computational"complexity" in"
terms"of"the"number"of"states"in"our"reduced"state"description"grows"only"linearly"in"the"number"of"servers"and"phases."This,"
for"the"first"time,"puts"problems"with"hundreds"of"servers"and"several"phases"within"easy"reach"of"a"fast"numerical"solution.""




































We"give"here"the"balance"equations"for"the"cases"not"explicitly"treated"in"the"body"of"the"paper,"starting"with"the"case" 0 < n < c
."""
p(n, i)[λ(n)+µi + v(n, i)]= p(n−1, 0)λ(n−1)σ i / (c− n+1)+ p(n−1, i)λ(n−1)*(c− n) / (c− n+1)+









Note" that"we" use" the" notation" p(n, 0) " to" denote" the" case"when" the" selected" server" is" idle,"which," in" our"model," can" only"
happen"if"" n < c .""Note"also"that"we"have"ν (n =1, i ≠ 0) = 0 ."
In"the"case" n = 0 ,"we"can"only"have""
p(0, 0)[λ(0)]= p(1, i)µi
i=1
b
∑ qˆ i+p(1, 0)ν (1, 0) ."
For" n = c "we"have"







∑ j)µ jqˆ jσ i, i =1,...,b
"""."
Finally,"for" n = N "we"obtain"
p(N, i)[µi +ν (N, i)]= p(N −1, i)λ(N −1)+ p(N, j)µ jq ji
j=1
i−1
∑ , i =1,...,b ."
The"conditional"rate"of"completions"for"the"selected"server"when"it"is"not"idle"and"there"are"n requests"in"the"system"is"given"by"
ω(n) = p(n, i)µiqˆi
i=1
b
∑ / p(n, j)
j=1
b
∑ ," and" can" also" be" expressed" as" ω(n) = u(n) / min(n,c) ." " As" before," we" approximate" the"
conditional"rates"of"departure"ν (n, i) "for" i =1,,,,b "by"ν (n, i) ≈ u(n)−ω(n) .""For" 0 < n < c ,"we"use"ν (n, 0) ≈ u(n) ."
"
A.2/Constraints/on/skewness/
Let" Z "be"a"non.negative"random"variable,"and"denote"by" mi its"i.th"moment" E[Zi ] "and"by" ni "its"i.th"normalized"moment.""We"
have" n2 =m2 /mi2 "and" n3 =m3 / (m1m2 ) ."We"must"have"(see"[Osogami])" n3 ≥ n2 ." " It" follows"the"skewness"of" Z ,"denoted"by"
Zs ,"must"satisfy"the"relationship"
sz ≥m1(cZ −1/ cZ ) ","
where" cZ = (m2 /m12 −1)1/2 " and" sZ = (m3 −3m1m2 + 2m13) / (m2 −m12 )3/2 ." " cZ " is" the" coefficient" of" variation" of" " the" random"
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